Esker Makes the Most of Fax Virtualization with
Boardless Technology
Using Dialogic® Brooktrout® SR140 Fax Software, Esker FoIP solutions provide companies with
cost savings opportunities, disaster recovery preparedness and “green” business operations
Madison, WI – September 11, 2009 – Esker, the leader in document process automation solutions, offers
Fax over IP (Internet Protocol) solutions that allow users to fax documents over the Internet instead of
using a fax machine or fax servers with fax boards, thus reducing the expense and inefficiency of
traditional fax boards.

Esker fax server solutions can be seamlessly implemented in a virtual machine environment without
hardware by integrating fax with Voice over IP Networks. Fax over IP (FoIP), when used with the boardless
Dialogic® Brooktrout® SR140 platform, leverages VoIP architecture to fax-enable users and applications
without requiring any fax boards.

By using fax virtualization with boardless technology, companies can:
•

Significantly lower the cost of fax operations

•

Cut expensive fax board and maintenance costs

•

Complete large-scale consolidations in weeks rather than months

•

Get new services and applications up and running quickly

•

Implement a business continuity plan with no additional costs

•

Reduce carbon footprint by moving from paper to digital workflows

“When coupled with the boardless Dialogic Brooktrout SR140 technology, Esker Fax thrives in the virtual
environment because there are no hardware dependencies and the Esker Fax server solution can be
enabled on every workstation with no additional costs to companies,” said Eric Bussy of Esker.

“With applications from Dialogic's partners, Dialogic Brooktrout Fax Products enable businesses to
leverage their existing equipment to implement proven, tested Fax over IP servers in their IP networks,”
said Rob Moran, product line director, Dialogic Brooktrout fax products at Dialogic.
(continued)

About Esker
Esker is a recognized leader in helping organizations eliminate manual processes, gain process visibility
and control, and reduce the use of paper by automating the flow of documents into, within and out of the
organization. With patented document delivery automation software and hosted document delivery
services, Esker offers a total solution to automate every phase and every type of business information
exchange. Customers achieve significant and immediate operational efficiencies, cost savings and
measurable ROI in as little as three to six months. Founded in 1985, Esker operates globally with more
than 80,000 customers and millions of licensed users worldwide. Esker has global headquarters in Lyon,
France and U.S. headquarters in Madison, Wisconsin. For more information, visit www.esker.com.

About Dialogic Corporation
Dialogic Corporation is a leading provider of world-class, innovative technologies
based on open standards that enable innovative mobile, video, IP, and TDM
solutions for Network Service Providers and Enterprise Communication Networks.
Dialogic's customers and partners rely on its leading-edge, flexible components to
rapidly deploy value-added solutions around the world. Headquartered in
Montreal, Canada, Dialogic and its subsidiaries have over twenty offices worldwide, providing local
presence, knowledge and support to serve its customers around the globe. Dialogic's research and
development centers are located in Parsippany, New Jersey; Getzville, New York; Needham,
Massachusetts; Hyannis, Massachusetts; Salem, New Hampshire; Chicago, Illinois; Fordingbridge,
England; and Renningen, Germany as well as Montreal. Information about Dialogic is available at
www.dialogic.com. Also, join its social networking community, the Dialogic Exchange Network (DEN), at
www.dialogic.com/den or visit its Facebook and Twitter pages for additional Dialogic news and updates.
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